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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a scheme for noise reduction in low illumination images. There are various methods already in existence for noise reduction but hybrid models have given better results many times. The proposed scheme is based on a Hybrid Neuro-Fuzzy Model. This model may be termed as Fuzzy Convolutional Neural Network. While detecting and recognizing texts present in the scene images, there is an issue of noise. This noise may be present due to low intensity of light. Since the proposed model will be an integration of Neural Network and Fuzzy Logic, hence it will have the capability to learn and to handle uncertainties present in the noise affected image. This model will reduce the noise present in the image and will present a better recognition of texts in scene images.
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INTRODUCTION

In the field of image processing, detection and recognition of texts in images and videos has an important role for the vision of an intelligent agent or to develop a system for visually disabled persons [1]. There are several issues associated with the use of various techniques available for this purpose. Images or videos that are captured in the low intensity light shall be an issue for text detection and recognition due to noise [1]. There are several filtering and noise reduction techniques already in existence for images. There are various approaches based on neural networks are used for reduction of noise in images. Neural networks have advantage that they can learn from data but they have limitation that they cannot handle the imprecise information of uncertain data. Fuzzy logic based techniques have advantage that they can handle imprecise information but they have limitation that they cannot learn from the data. The proposed research will integrate fuzzy logic technique with a convolutional neural network to develop such a system that can handle imprecise information or uncertain data and that will also have the capability to learn.

Detection and recognition of texts in images or videos is a challenging problem in computer vision [2]. In recent years it has attracted the attention of researchers to develop techniques for this problem [2]. This attention has increased since there are lot of camera mobile phone available today which can convert the texts into any language [2]. If these mobile phones capture the image and translate the texts in the image [3-4] then it will be a very revolutionary technique since one can know the meaning of any word written in any language. This technique will make anyone be able to know the meaning of a word anywhere, anytime [5].

Although the recognition of text gives rise to many applications, the fundamental goal is to determine whether or not there is text in a given image, and if there is, to detect, localize, and recognize it [6]. In the literature, various stages of these fundamental tasks are referred to by different names including text localization [7], which aims to determine the image positions of candidate text, text detection, which determines whether or not there is text using localization and verification procedures, and text information extraction [8-9], which focuses on both localization and binarization. Tasks such as text enhancement are used to rectify distorted text or improve resolution prior to recognition. Other references include scene text recognition [10] and text recognition in the wild [11], which restrict analysis of images to text in natural scenes. Suffice it to say that the primary goals of text detection, localization and recognition are essential for an ‘end-to-end’ system.

Early text detection and recognition research was a natural extension of document analysis and recognition research, moving from scanned page images to camera captured imagery, focusing on basic pre-processing, detection and
OCR technology [12]. Recently, the application of sophisticated computer vision and learning methods has resulted from the realization that the problems do not lend themselves to a sequential series of independent solutions. The trend is to integrate the detection and recognition tasks into an ‘end-to-end’ text recognition system [13]. In the early years, researchers extensively investigated graphic overlay text in video as a way to index video content. Scene text, especially video scene text, has been regarded as presenting a more difficult challenge yet very little work had been done with it [14]. Recently, researchers have explored approaches that prove effective for text captured in various configurations, in particular, incidental text in complex backgrounds. Such approaches typically stem from advanced machine learning and optimization methods, including unsupervised feature learning [15], convolutional neural networks (CNN) [11], deformable part-based models (DPMs), belief propagation and conditional random fields (CRF) [16].

CHALLENGES IN SCENE TEXT DETECTION AND RECOGNITION

The complexity of environments, flexible image acquisition styles and variation of text contents pose various challenges.

Scene Complexity: In natural environments, numerous man-made objects, such as buildings, symbols and paintings appear, that have similar structures and appearances to text. Text itself is typically laid out to facilitate legibility. The challenge with scene complexity is that the surrounding scene makes it difficult to discriminate text from non-text.

Uneven Lighting: When capturing images in the wild, uneven lighting is common due to the illumination and the uneven response of sensory devices. Uneven lighting introduces color distortion and deterioration of visual features, and consequently introduces false detection, segmentation and recognition results.

Blurring and Degradation: With flexible working conditions and focus-free cameras, defocusing and blurring of text images occur [17]. Image/video compression and decompression procedures also degrade the quality of text, in particular, graphical video text. The typical influence of defocusing, blurring and degradation is that they reduce characters’ sharpness and introduce touching characters, which makes basic tasks such as segmentation difficult [17].

Aspect Ratios: Text such as traffic signs, may be brief, while other text, such as video captions, may be much longer. In other words, text has different aspect ratios. To detect text, a search procedure with respect to location, scale and length needs to be considered, which introduces high computational complexity.

Distortion: Perspective distortion occurs when the optical axis of the camera is not perpendicular to the text plane. Text boundaries lose rectangular shapes and characters distort, decreasing the performance of recognition models trained on undistorted samples. Fonts. Characters of italic and script fonts might overlap each other, making it difficult to perform segmentation. Characters of various fonts have large within-class variations and form many pattern sub-spaces, making it difficult to perform accurate recognition when the character class number is large.

Multilingual Environments: Although most of the Latin languages have tens of characters, languages such as Chinese, Japanese and Korean (CJK), have thousands of character classes. Arabic has connected characters, which change shape according to context. Hindi combines alphabetic letters into thousands of shapes that represent syllables. In multilingual environments, OCR in scanned documents remains a research problem [18], while text recognition in complex imagery is more difficult.

Uneven Lighting and Low Illumination Images

Digital imaging devices such as digital cameras or camera-phones are becoming very popular and ubiquitous. More and more people are capturing many digital photographs and the number of digital photographs taken is increasing rapidly. The overall quality of images taken by many of these imagers, however, is not always satisfactory. Many digital cameras or camera phones today provide poor quality shots in low illuminations such as indoors or night situations. It is very difficult to capture good quality photographs in these situations since elongating exposure time increases motion blur and shortening exposure time reduces the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). Image sensors in digital cameras typically lack the dynamic range and sensitivity to capture both the dark and bright parts of the scene. In many cases, auto exposure algorithm sets the exposure time such that the bright region is not overly saturated, leaving the dark region grossly under-exposed. Such pictures have very poor signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) due to lack of captured photons. There are other scenarios, when even carefully planned shots are underexposed, such as in museums where flash is not permitted, or when taking a picture of a moving object at high ISO settings. In addition, low quality optics and sensors are included in many consumer devices, such as camera phones and PDAs. These devices are typically used to take unplanned casual shots, potentially in bad lighting conditions that induce increased noise. Furthermore, many of these devices do not have built-in-flash, making it nearly impossible to capture good quality shots in low light situations [19]. Hence in the images that are captured in low light intensity may have noise and due to this presence of noise detection and recognition of texts in images will not be performed effectively.
NEURAL NETWORKS IN IMAGE PROCESSING

There are more than 200 applications of neural networks in image processing. In which feed-forward Kohonen feature maps, Hopfield neural networks are specially used into 2-dimensional taxonomy [20]. Neural Networks have already been used to reduce noises in images [21]. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been mainly used for this purpose [22]. CNNs have shown very effective results in hand-written digits and traffic sign recognition [23] and image denoising [24]. A CNN accepts an image as input and produces output through the layers of convolution and subsampling. Advantage of using CNN in place of Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is that while training a MLP with many hidden layers can lead to the problem of over fitting and vanishing gradients [25].

Text detection and recognition in natural scene images has applications in computer vision systems such as image retrieval, automatic license plate recognition, automatic street sign translation or help for visually impaired people [5]. For automatic street sign translation systems, text recognition systems recognize text, which is processed by a machine translation tool to translate text into another language. By recognizing license plates automatic toll collection is possible. For visually impaired people text recognition systems can help to recognize and read text on street signs with text-to-speech systems. There are various issues associated with the technique of scene text detection and recognition. One important issues are the images that are captured in low intensity light that is low illumination images. In low illumination images, processing or text recognition is affected due to the presence of noise. To reduce this noise several techniques are used. Neural Network based techniques are used very well in all phases of image processing due to the learning capability of neural nets. But they have limitation that they cannot handle imprecise information. Many uncertainties remain present in noise affected image data. So neural networks may have limitation to be used there. Fuzzy logic based technique can handle imprecise information but the system based on it cannot learn since fuzzy logic based techniques do not have learning capability.

Fuzzy Image Processing

Fuzzy techniques offer a new and flexible framework for the development of image enhancement algorithms. They are nonlinear, knowledge-based and robust. The potentials of fuzzy set theory for image enhancement are still not investigated in comparison with other established methodologies [27]. Because of the ability to handle and manage the imprecision encountered with images effectively, applying fuzzy set theory becomes a strong road image processing areas like image enhancement [26]. Many research works are still going on in this area to make improvements in the existing techniques. Use of intensification operator makes a boom in the field of enhancement of images. Different algorithms use different membership functions like triangular, Gaussian, exponential, triangular, S-function, or trapezoidal to map pixel image to fuzzy image. An image contrast enhancement algorithm was developed using some trigonometric membership function.

Many research works have been conducted in this field but some problems are not considered. These can be listed out as:

- Although, many researchers have developed techniques for scene text detection and recognition but low illumination images that is the images captured in low intensity light are still an issue for scene text detection and recognition.
- There is heavy noise in low illumination images. Some better quality noise reduction technique required to be developed.
- Neural Networks have been very successfully applied in image processing but have limitation that they cannot handle imprecise information or incomplete data.
- Fuzzy logic based techniques are successfully applied in the field of image processing [26] but they have limitation that they cannot learn from the data.

Text detection and recognition in natural scene images has applications in computer vision systems such as image retrieval, automatic license plate recognition, automatic street sign translation or help for visually impaired people [5]. For automatic street sign translation systems, text recognition systems recognize text, which is processed by a machine translation tool to translate text into another language. By recognizing license plates automatic toll collection is possible. For visually impaired people text recognition systems can help to recognize and read text on street signs with text-to-speech systems. There are various issues associated with the technique of scene text detection and recognition. One important issues are the images that are captured in low intensity light that is low illumination images. In low illumination images, processing or text recognition is affected due to the presence of noise. To reduce this noise several techniques are used. Neural Network based techniques are used very well in all phases of image processing due to the learning capability of neural nets. But they have limitation that they cannot handle imprecise information. Many uncertainties remain present in noise affected image data. So neural networks may have limitation to be used there. Fuzzy logic based technique can handle imprecise information but the system based on it cannot learn since fuzzy logic based techniques do not have learning capability.
Hybrid Neuro-Fuzzy Model
A hybrid Neuro-Fuzzy system can be developed that have the capability to handle incomplete, imprecise, vague data and also have the capability to learn from the data. Convolutional Neural Networks are used very well in image processing but due to uncertainties present in noise affected image, they have limitation to be used in denoising. If Fuzzy Logic and Convolutional Neural Network are integrated together then a very efficient noise reduction technique may be developed. A Fuzzy Convolutional Neural Network based technique is proposed to be developed to reduce noise of low illumination images in scene text detection and recognition which may avoid the issue of images that are captured in low intensity light while detecting and recognizing texts in scene or natural images and videos.

The main objective of this research is to develop a Fuzzy Convolutional Neural Network based technique for reducing the noise in low illumination images so as to effectively detect and recognize texts in scene images. This approach is expected to produce better results in its performance as compared to other existing techniques.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
For developing a hybrid Neuro-Fuzzy system – Fuzzy Convolutional Neural Network- the following methods will be followed: -

**Fuzzy Image Processing**
Fuzzy image processing is not a unique theory. It is a collection of different fuzzy approaches to image processing [28]. Nevertheless, the following definition can be regarded as an attempt to determine the boundaries: *Fuzzy image processing is the collection of all approaches that understand, represent and process the images, their segments and features as fuzzy sets. The representation and processing depend on the selected fuzzy technique and on the problem to be solved* [28].
Fuzzy image processing has three main stages: image fuzzification, modification of membership values, and, if necessary, image defuzzification.

**Convolutional Neural Network**
Convolutional neural networks are inspired by biological process of visualization. They are the variants of multilayer perceptron. They are designed to use minimum amount of pre-processing [29]. They have a very important application in image processing. It is represented in figure 1. Due to the weight sharing architecture of convolutional neural network, learning can be performed with a modification in backpropagation algorithm [30]. The image denoising task may be framed as learning for this network [21].

**Fuzzy Convolutional Neural Network**
A Fuzzy Convolutional Neural Network is proposed to be developed in this research that can be used for noise reduction of low illumination images in scene text detection and recognition. This system will be developed by integrating fuzzy logic techniques with a convolutional neural network. This system will have the capability of learning and to handle imprecise information.

**PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**
Performance of various methods for noise reduction in images can be compared on the basis of following parameters:
- Mean
- Standard Deviation
- Mean Squared Error (MSE)
- Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)- PSNR represents a measure of the peak error and it can be calculated from above three parameters.

PSNR is most easily defined via the mean squared error ($MSE$). Given a noise-free $m \times n$ monochrome image $f$ and its noisy approximation $g$, $MSE$ is defined as:
MSE = \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \| f(i,j) - g(i,j) \|^2 \tag{1}

The PSNR (in dB) is defined as:

\text{PSNR} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{MAX}_i}{\sqrt{\text{MSE}}} \right) \tag{2}

Here, MAX\_i is the maximum possible pixel value of the image. When the pixels are represented using 8 bits per sample, this is 255. More generally, when samples are represented using linear PCM with B bits per sample, MAX\_i is 2^B-1. Here MSE and PSNR are the error matrices which represent cumulative squared error and measure of the peak error respectively between original image and the resultant image.

CONCLUSION

An efficient method for noise reduction in low illumination images is proposed to be developed in this paper which is useful to resolve the issue of low intensity light in scene text detection and recognition. There are many possible applications of detection and recognition of texts in scene imageries and videos. After improving the recognition using this proposed research, this will create an opportunity for developing the applications for text recognition in indoor or poor light conditions. The proposed method is expected to provide better results as compared to the existing techniques available in the literature which shall be authenticated through the comparison of their performance on a standard data set.
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